
M12™ 600 MCM Cable Cutter Kit
2472-21XC



What's Included

(1) M12™ 600 MCM Cable Cutter (2472-20)
(1) M12™ XC High Capacity REDLITHIUM™
Battery (48-11-2402)
(1) M18™ & M12™ Multi-Voltage Charger (48-59-
1812)
(1) Carrying Case

     

http://www.milwaukeetool.com/power-tools/cordless/2472-20
http://www.milwaukeetool.com/accessories/batteries-and-chargers/48-11-2402
http://www.milwaukeetool.com/accessories/batteries-and-chargers/48-59-1812


Features

Powerful open jaws: Cut effortlessly through
600 MCM copper and 750 MCM aluminum

Superior blade geometry: Delivers a round and
installation-ready cut

Breakthrough ratcheting mechanism: Fits into
tight panels for more effective cutting

REDLITHIUM™ Battery technology: Superior
pack construction, electronics, and performance
deliver more work per charge and more work
over pack life than any battery on the market

Auto release lever: Cut, reload and quickly
repeat for maximum productivity

2-Speed gear box: Delivers power for large
cables and speed for common smaller cables

Built-in LED light: Illuminates the line of cut

Specifications

Voltage 12V

Battery M12™ REDLITHIUM™

Charger 12V charger

Tool
Warranty

5 Years

Length 10-1/2"

Weight 6 lbs

Battery
Warranty

3 Year

Blade M12 600 MCM Cable Cutter
Replacement Blade

Overview

Simplify cable cutting with the one cordless tool that fits comfortably in crowded panels and generates
5,000 pounds of force. With an open jaw, breakthrough powered ratcheting mechanism and superior blade
geometry, the 600 MCM Cable Cutter fits into tight spaces and cuts effortlessly through large-diameter cable,
leaving a clean, installation-ready cut. The compact size and scissor-style jaws enable cutting in crowded
panels without looping, ratcheting or long arms. Ideal for electricians, datacomm, utility or service

contractors or demolition crews, this cable cutter with 2-speed gear case delivers the power needed to cut large-
diameter cable, and then switches into high speed to slice quickly through a variety of smaller and more
common wire types.

Powered by the revolutionary 12-volt REDLITHIUMTM Battery, this new cable cutter can deliver up to 150
cuts of 500 MCM copper per charge. A built-in LED light illuminates the line of cut. The Kit includes one
M12TM Battery, a multi-voltage charger and carrying case.
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